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E!ymentary bicategory theory is used to cut topobgical spaces along tt&n subsets. 
-- - 
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Our aim here is to recast parts of ichaeI’s theory [ 5 ] of cuts’ in cat+ 
go&al language and to construct he cut of a space along a thin subset 
by categorical me,tLd +s, incidentally removing the restriction of the 
theory to Tychonoff spaces. We present his not so much for the dubious 
value of being able to cut irregular spaces ‘but rat, *e,r as an illustration of 
the elegance and power of category theory. The main iilea is that every 
map has a “larg&” proper light factor, and that to Gut a space X along 
a thin subset .A ~;le ,+ -t+lmr need to construct his factor for the dense m- 
bedding X \ A + X. The only difficulty lies in showing that when this is 
done, no further cut is possible, and this is ,~esoljsed in Michael’s work, 
when X is a Tychonoff space, by the fact that /r;%: is a perfect cotnpacti;.f~- 
cation of X (in the sense of [7]), essentially a restit of Henriksen and 
Isbell [ 41 based on a good supply of real-valued maps. The novelty of 
our work aies in giving a good categorical generahsation f this resrE!t in 
Theorem 5 below. 
i:S], a subset A of X is this iff X \ A is dense in X, an 
iff also whenever x E U PI A for open u‘ G X, then U \ 4 
does not split into two disjoint open sets both havingx in their elosure3;. 
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A map f : X -$, Y is proper iff it is perfect (= ourbaki’s Cbpropre’P) and the 
diagonal embedding X + X Xf X is closed; the last condition is equivalent 
to a separation condition on the stalks, called separated in [ 21. A map 
f : X + Y is improper [2] iff whenever bf =gu forg proper, then a unique 
“diagonak” d exists with b = gd! df =T a. 
Lemma 1 [ 2]* Ev,ery mup has un essentially unique @proper, proper)- 
factorizxztion. 
Since the class of p&per maps determines the improper maps, we shall 
for brevity refer to this factorisation as the proper-factorisation, and to 
the (essent.ially) unique proper map p with f = pi (where i is improper) 
as the proper factor off: Since closed embeddings are proper, improper 
maps are dense. 
Proposition 2. Every proper map has an essent;?aZZy unique (monotme 
quotient, Zight)-jmtorlmtion, briefly know.r as the light-factorisation; 
and both j&tows are proper. 
Proof (essentially as in ES]). Let j* : X + Y be proper, and 2 the set of 
componenks of stalks off, with the quotient topology, g : 2 + Y, h : X-+ 2 
the induced maps. Trivially, h is a separated monotone quotient and g is 
perfect, . 
Let C, G’ be components off .-‘y ; since $ is proper, we can find an open 
set V of Y ifid a partition (U, U’) off-’ V Ivith C C El, C’ G U’. Then 
hU, hei” are open sets of Z separating the points of Z which represent 
C, C’; so g isseparated. From this, h is perfect and so is hereditarily quo- 
tient. Let C be a component of g-ly; then h-l C + C is mgnotone quo- 
tient, hence h_‘C is connected, contain.ed in f -‘y, and SO C is a singleton. 
Thus g is light. : j 
Essential uniqueness is trivial. u 
The above proposition‘is our substitute fl:x Michael’s factorisation 
theorem which is valid only for maps into Tl-spaces. 
rty 3. Every map has an essentially unique proper light$zctorisatiion. 
roof. Apply Lemma 1 and the11 Propositkxn 2. t3 
In other words, there is a class of mapls uch that every map 
essentklly unique ((2, proper iig;ht)-factorisation; as before, we abbl:e- 
viate this since 9y is determined by the proper hgh.t maps and a diagonal 
condition. Clearly, 691 isthe class of maps which factor as an improper 
map followed by a proper, monotone onto map. We now seek an altema- 
tive characterisatian which gives the relationship with cuts. 
Our principal tool is a construction similar to Pasynkou’s partial pred- 
uct [6] and a special case of our partial inverse limit [ 11. Let p : X i, U 
be a map with U open 3n a space Y. The amalgamation of the? pair(p, -Y) 
is a pair (g, h), where g is a map Z + Y and h : g-l U + X is a homeo:mor- 
phism with ph = g on g-l U, and -with the universal property: for every 
mapg : 2’ + Yandh’ :g’-‘w-* Ywit ph’ =g’ ong’-‘U, there is a 
unique map k . Z’ -p Z with gk = g’,: hk = tl’, . 
Proof. Let Z be the set X @ (Y \ U) with o4 aioks functions g : 2 + Y, 
h : g-l U-+ X, and give Z the coarsest opo ,gy containing the famiks 
(g-’ V: Y open in Y}, {h-’ W: ?V open in A ;; the first assertion is imme- 
dl ate. 
Suppose f is praper and V an ultrafilter on Z with g ?L converging to 
y in Y. If y E U, then U E g 31, and 34 restricts to an ultrafilter W on 
g-l U; then kt V converges to x E p-l y in X since ph V = &It md p i:; 
perfect. But then %! converges to h-lx in Z since h is a homeomosphism 
and g-j U is open in 2. And if y E Y \ U, the Gghbou.rhoods in 2 of .p-‘y 
are just the {g-l Iv: V 3 .y, Y open in Y); all these are in V since g Q 
converges to y. So Vcsnverges to g-l y, and g is perfect. It is even easier 
to show that g is separated. U
Theorem 5. lf f : X + Y is improper ana! U C Y is open, then f I : f-l !I!-+ W 
is improper. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 7 the proper-factorisation pi : f-l U-+ T + U oi'f j
exists. Construct the amalgamation (g, h) of (p, Yj, obtaming pro!jer 
g I 2 -+ Y and by universality irducing a factorisation X + Z + Y 4 if _K 
Since i and f are dense, so is X -+ 2, by the definit:ion of the topoh :gy of 
2; by diagram chasing, 2 -+ Y must be improper (since dense maps in the 
presence of separated maps may lbe cancelled like epirrorphisms [Ye I), 
and being proper, it must be a homeomorphism. The restriction T -+ 
is dhen also a homeomorphism, w,he.nce ,?Iis improper. 0 
. 
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This result is applicable to the canonical map ix flom a space X to its 
compact T2_peflection @X : for U open in fix, ii” U + U is improper. As 
a special case, X being Tychonoff, X n U is C%mbedded in U [ 3 1. 
eorem 6. The following conditions on a map f : X + Y are equivaknt : 
(i) the proper factor off is a monotone quotient. 
(iir f: li-s dense, and for U open in Y, the restriction ,f-’ U + U is 2- 
ex tendable. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) Let f factorise as f = pi, where i is improper and p is a 
proper, :monotone quotient map; clearly f is dense. By Theorem’S, i has 
the property expressed by (ii), since the map 2 + 1 is proper; moreover, 
p-l A + A is 2-extendable for any A E Y, since it is a monotone quotient. 
Clearly, maps with property (ii) forms aclass closed under composition, 
so $ has property (ii). 
(ii) * (i) Let f satisfy (ii), and let pi be its proper-factorisation; then 
p is quotient. Since i is dense and 2 is Hausdorff, p &o satisfies condition 
(ii). Suppose that p-‘y is disconnected, with a p’artition C, @ Cz = p-‘y; 
since p is proper, we can find open Lr 3 y and a partition U, @ U, = &I 
with C; !G Ui. But then p-‘Il + U is not 2-extendable; sop must be mono- 
tone. 0 
The conditions in this theorem characterise the me;hbers of the cl;zss 
W described above. For any soace X, the compact ‘L+eflection X + p.X 
is in since its proper facto; is an isomorphism:~ hence, easily, if X is 
Tychonoff and &JL is locally connected, then so is X [4 J. 
Corollary 7. &et A G JC Then A nowhere cuts X iff the proper factor of 
the embedding X \ A -+ X is a monotone quotient. 
Proof. That A nowhere cuts X is easily seen to be equivalent to (Ii). Cl 
Let A be thin in X; to cut Xalong A [ 51 is to construct a proper light 
map c : X* + X w’th c-‘A nowhere cutting ‘? Let c be the Iproper light 
A + X, with domain X*; then X \ A + X is in 9!‘, evidently 
” \ (,‘4: \ A ) nowhere cuts X*. Now, X \ 4 is ;a 
A), and the retraction is separated; hence X \ A 
. Let A be thin in X; the cut of X along A exists and is the 
proper H@it factor of X \ A + X. 
ichael [5] also discusses the ‘6proper completion” of a spread of 
Tychonoff spaces; by the above methods, this may be done for any 
spread. Thus, a spread is the composite of an embedding belonging to 
% followed by a proper light up, its proper completion. 
Finally, we stress that we are not so much concerned with proving 
theorems about mappings with n.linial separation axioms on spa@es a
with exposing the categorical nature of the conditions on the mappings; 
thus the concept of a nov&ere cutting set, so relevant o Sklyarcnko’s 
perfect compactifications [‘?I (and the Freudenthal compactification i  
particular, is now seen to be a special c ‘ye of the more general concept 
classified by Theorem 6 in categorical E m. 
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